Visionary camera brackets and adaptors

DIGISCOPING

Visionary Camera adaptor - A

INFO

SLR Camera ( lens off )
Telescope

Fits most Visionary telescopes
Fits most SLR cameras ( film and digital )
Fits most digital cameras with a lens filter thread.

adaptor A T2 mount

or

+
Attach Camera adaptor A to the telescope, a quick and easy screw fix around the neck of the
telescope over the eyepiece. Normal zoom operation is still allowed through the window in
adaptor A
Attach the T2 mount to the adaptor A and to the SLR camera body, couples in seconds
or
Attach a T/52 adaptor to the adaptor A, and attach a camera with filter thread 52mm
or, if the camera has filter thread other than 52mm, also attach a step ring xxx to 52mm
Again these couple very quickly and easily.

Use
Use
Use

adaptor A-1 for Visionary V60ST V60A V70ST V70A V80ST V80A
adaptor A-2 for Visionary V50A V50ST V90A
adaptor A-3 for Visionary V100A

( adaptors A1 A2 A3 are very similar, just differing thread diameter and length to match the appropriate scope )

stepping ring
T/52 adaptor
( for use on cameras with
a filter thread on the lens )

TAKE CARE if attaching via a filter
thread—do not overload the thread. Use
additional support where needed. You can
get more help on our website or from your
dealer

T2 mounts available to fit :

Filter thread fitting :

EOS : OlympusOM : 4/3 :
Nikon : OlympusAF : Micro 4/3
Sony/Min : MinMD : CanonFD
PentaxK : Yashica/C : Y/CAF
Praktica B : LeicaM
and others

T/52 fits directly on to filter thread 52mm.
For other filter sizes just add a stepping ring,
available in :
25mm, 28mm, 37mm, 40.5mm, 43mm, 46mm
48mm, 49mm ( 52mm step ring not required )
55mm, 58mm, 62mm, 67mm and others

Fitting other makes of scopes : - Although the design of many other makes and models of telescopes may seem similar to Visionary, there may be differences in the thread size and pitch used on the couplings and/or differences in the
size and design of the optical systems and this may result in the adaptor not fitting functioning properly. For other makes of telescope it would be better to obtain the original camera adaptor for that scope.
For OLIVON SCOPES—the correct adaptor is called the DCA ( for T64/T80/T90 ) and DCA84 for the 84EDo.
For Ostara HIDELITE use adaptor CAM50.
For illusion 123650 use A2, For illusion 183650 use CAM50. For illusion 206060 60 use CAM60 For illusion 206077 use A2. For illusion2575100 use A3
Some other makes of scope may work with Visionary adaptors however It is not possible for us to know comprehensively which scopes made by other manufacturers will couple and work with our equipment, this is something you would
have to try at your local dealer - in doing so please be careful when attaching which may not be compatible so that no damage occurs.

Visionary Camera adaptor - S
Fits most Visionary telescopes
Fits most digital compact cameras

Visionary camera Adaptor-S is one of the most useful accessories available to digiscopers.
It clamps quickly and easily around the eyepiece of the scope and accepts most lightweight compact digital
cameras. It can be set ip in a couple of minutes
It can be used with Visionary scopes V50ST V50A V60ST V60A V70ST V70A V80ST V80A V90A,
and because if it ease of fitting can be used with most other makes and models of telescope which have similar
sized eyepieces and eyepiece housings including illusion 50, 60, 77, the Ostra Hidelite and many Olivon models.
Larger eyepiece models, (such as the Visionary V100 and V80ED ) use the bracket-M shown below
The bracket-S will accept most compact digital camera ( the vast majority on sale ) but for larger cameras, the
Bracket-M is a little more versatile.
Fitting other makes of scopes : - Bracket-S will work with many other makes and models of scope however It is not possible for us to
know comprehensively which scopes made by other manufacturers will couple and work with our equipment, this is something you would
have to try at your local dealer - in doing so please be careful when attaching which may not be compatible so that no damage occurs..

Visionary Camera adaptor - M
Fits most Visionary telescopes
Fits most digital compact cameras

Visionary camera Adaptor-M is similar to Bracket-S but has more adaptability.
It will fit onto larger sized eyepieces ( it fits the smaller ones too )
and will accept some larger cameras than the bracket-S

extra feet included

It is supplied complete with two sets of rubber feet — small and large so that it is adaptable to just about any telescope
The bracket-M fixes around the eyepiece housing of many scopes,
the mechanism is fully adjustable to fit different scope, eyepiece and camera sizes.
Some scopes do not have a suitable eyepiece housing, but with care you can attach
the Bracket-M to the eyepiece itself, this may however restrict zoom action.
We make a dedicated securing ring for our Visionary V50, V60, V70, V80, V90 and V100
series scopes. The securing ring screws onto the thread around the eyepiece. This provides a secure
surface to attach the bracket-M leaving the eyepiece zoom control free to be used.

Visionary Camera Bracket - L
Fits all Visionary and other telescopes
( for astro scopes, use one of the astro adaptors see notes below )

Fits ALL cameras ( as far as we know )

Fitting other makes of scopes : - Bracket-M will work with many other makes and models of scope however It is not
possible for us to know comprehensively which scopes made by other manufacturers will couple and work with our
equipment, this is something you would have to try at your local dealer - in doing so please be careful when attaching
which may not be compatible so that no damage occurs..

Optional securing ring

Visionary camera Bracket-L is a fully adaptable bracket. It is supplied with adaptors and accessories
to change the height and angle fitting both the telescope and the camera. We have not yet found a
telescope/camera combination which the bracket L cannot accommodate though we would advise
caution with some very heavy cameras (and for astro scope one of the dedicated astro camera
adaptors would be better )
Bracket-L can also be used as an additional support for a camera. This can be particularly useful
With some of the larger hybrid/bridge cameras which attach via filter thread ( adaptor A + T/52 above)
but the camera is too heavy to support on the filter thread alone. The Adptor A can be used to achieve
positive attachment and optical alignment, asnd bracket-L used to support the weight.
Fitting other makes of scopes : - Bracket-L will work, as far as we know, with all makes and models of scope
however It is not possible for us to know comprehensively which scopes
made by other manufacturers will couple and work with our equipment,
this is something you would have to try at your local
dealer - in doing so please be careful when attaching
which may not be compatible so that no damage occurs.

ASTRO SCOPES and OLIVON SCOPES
Manufactured and distributed by OPTICAL HARDWARE LTD
www.opticalhardware.co.uk
Product specifications and availability subject to change without notice All goods supplied
subject to our terms and conditions. E&O.E. Your statutory rights are not affected

We produce separate information sheets for :
ASTRO SCOPE CAMERA ADAPTORS ( all makes models of astro use similar fittings )
OLIVON SCOPES ( Olivon scopes can be used with some of the above adaptors but there are also a range of dedicated
adaptors by Olivon. .Please ask for information

